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Abstract 
Given a triangulation LI of a polygonal domain, we find a refinement A of LI by choosing u, in a neighborhood of the 
center of the inscribed circle of each triangle t E A, connecting U, to the vertices of the triangle t, and connecting U, to u,, if 
[‘ELI shares an interior edge with f or to the midpoint c, of any boundary edge e of t. The resulting triangulation is 
a triangulation of Powell-Sabin’s type. We investigate a C2 quintic spline space s:(A) whose elements are C3 only at u,‘s. 
We give a dimension formula for this spline space, show how to construct a locally supported basis, display an 
interpolation scheme, and prove that this spline space has the full approximation order. 
KexM,ords: Powell-Sabin’s triangulation; Bizier representation: C’ quintic splines; Spline interpolation; Full approxima- 
tion order 
1. Introduction 
We are interested in constructing a C2 smooth piecewise polynomial surface over a polygonal 
domain R which interpolates or approximates a given set of scattered data over Q. That is, for given 
scattered data {(Xi, yi). i = 1, . . . . N} c Sz and for given real numbers { J;.y.fl, 0 bv + ,D G 2, 
i = 1. . . . N ),, construct a piecewise polynomial function s E C* (Q) such that 
0~ D~s(Xi,.i)=f;.\'.~, 0 <Y + p <2, i = 1. . . ,N. 
Schemes for constructing C” interpolatory surfaces have important applications in, e.g., the design 
of aircraft. 
There are several schemes already available in the literature. In general, there are two approaches 
based on the triangulation A of the set of scattered data: one is to construct an interpolating (or 
approximating) spline function of degree 8 or higher over A (see [6, 123); the other 
is to subdivide A and then construct a spline function of degree as low as 5 over the refinement of A. 
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Let 
s;(n) := (s EC’(n): SI, E PO, kfr E a ; 
be the spline function space of smoothness I’ and degree d and 
S,‘.“(A) := (s ES;(A): s EC’” at each vertex of ai. 
be a super spline subspace with ij > r. where t denotes a triangle in D and pd denotes the space of 
polynomials of total degree <Al. 
For examples of the second approach. Alfeld in [l] used Clough-Tocher’s refinement twice to 
subdivide each triangle of n into 9 subtriangles. and then constructed an interpolating spline 
function in .Sf(A(n)), where A(n) denotes Alfeld’s refinement of n by applying double 
Clough-Tocher’s refinement. Sablonniere in [ 131 used Powell-Sabin’s refinement method to 
subdivide each triangle of n into six subtriangles at the center of its inscribed circle and constructed 
interpolating spline functions in Si(Sab(n)), where Sab(n) denotes his variant of Powell-Sabin’s 
refinement of 0. In [16], Wang subdivided each triangle of n into 7 subtriangles in a very special 
way and constructed an interpolating spline function in sj(W(n)), where W(n) denotes Wang’s 
refinement of 0. Also, in [S], Gao subdivided each triangle of n into three subtriangles by using 
CloughhTocher’s method and constructed an interpolating spline function in s:(CT(n)), where 
CT(O) denotes Clough-Tocher’s refinement of 0. 
Among these schemes for constructing bivariate C2 spline interpolations over scattered data, we 
find that Sablonniere’s scheme uses polynomials of very lower degree and uses the least number of 
linear independent basis functions. (See Remark 7 in [lo].) However, it requires C3 data, i.e., D) Di j 
for i + j < 3 at vertices of the given triangulation n and it produces an interpolant spline function 
which is in C” at all vertices of A and across edges of A. This may be a disadvantage for certain 
applications. Also, the approximation properties of this scheme have not been discussed in the 
literature. 
We would like to extend Sablonniere’s study by investigating a larger C2 quintic spline space 
than his spline space and investigating more triangulations than his special Powell-Sabin’s 
refinement of a triangulation. In addition to constructing interpolation schemes, we shall study 
some approximation properties of this spline space. To be more precise about what we are going to 
study in this paper, we need to introduce more notation and definitions. 
Given a triangulation /J of a polygonal domain. we find a refinement A of a by choosing a point 
U, inside triangle t EA (e.g., the center of the inscribed circle of triangle t), connecting u, to the 
vertices of the triangle r, and connecting U, to u,. if t’ EO shares an interior edge with t or to the 
midpoint V, of any boundary edge (1 of r. We choose U, (e.g.. in a neighborhood of the center of 
triangle r) so that the line segment (u,, u,,) intersects at an interior point c, of the edge e = tnr’. 
(The original Powell-Sabin’s refinement chooses the circumcenter as u,. But it does not always 
yield a triangulation since L’, may be outside of e. See [l 11.) The resulting triangulation A is 
a triangulation of PowellSabin’s type. Please beware of the difference between A and A. We shall 
investigate the following C’ quintic spline spaces of interest: 
s;(A) = ;.s #(A): s ECU at u,, ‘~‘ilr E& 
and 
.i/.‘Y<(A):= is E$<(A): s EC’ at L’ ELI 
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We shall give a dimension formula for these spline spaces, show how to construct a locally 
supported basis, display interpolation schemes, one of which requires only C2 data, i.e., 
0.: 0; f(xi, 4’i)‘S with v + I-( d 2, and prove that the spline space 99,‘(A) has the full approximation 
order in the following sense: for any sufficiently smooth functi0n.f; 
Here, dist (f; .Y.Y:) denotes the distance fromfto spline space s^f measured in the maximum norm 
on C(Q), C, is a constant dependent onfand the smallest angle of the triangulation. Hence, the 
spline space s:(A) has the full approximation order since YY’<(A) c g:(A). 
One of the immediate applications of our study is to show the stability of the Sablonniere 
scheme in the sense that the scheme works well for those triangulations of Powell-Sabin’s type for 
which u, is any point in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the center of the inscribed circle of 
triangle r for all r E A. Also, our spline space g,‘(A) may be used to model unknown target functions 
which are only C2. As we expect, the dimension of these spline spaces is larger than the number 6N 
of the interpolation conditions given in the beginning of this section. We may use the extra 
freedoms to adjust the quality of the interpolatory surface. For example, for a given set of scattered 
data, we may find an interpolant in one of these two spline spaces which minimizes the energy 
norm. Along these lines. the points U, may also be adjusted to yield an interpolatory surface of 
better quality. 
It is easy to see that any triangulation of Powell-Sabin’s type may be obtained from a special 
type of quadrangulation. For an arbitrary quadrangulation 0, Lai and Schumaker in [lo] 
proposed a C2 interpolation scheme using piecewise polynomials of degree 6 on a triangulation @ 
and showed that the scheme has approximation order 7, where the triangulation @ is obtained 
from 0 by adding the two diagonals of each quadrangle of 0. Thus, the results in this paper may be 
viewed as a complement of [lo]. 
The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce some notation and preliminary 
lemmas in Section 2 and then construct a locally supported basis, give a dimension formula 
for $:(A) and .Y.V :(A), and prove these spline spaces have the full approximation order in 
Section 3. 
2. Preliminaries 
It is now standard to use Bezier representation to express polynomial pieces of a bivariate spline 
function. (We refer the interested reader to [7] or [3] for definition and properties of Bezier 
representation.) For any triangulation A. and for a spline function s ES;(~), s restricted to 
t := (u, t’. w) EA may be expressed as 
with 
x = i,u + ;.,a + i,w ET. 
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Let us define dual linear functionals Cjijk) on s!(n) by 
where t = (u, u, w) EA and i +j + k = d. Note that we have CfdoO’(s) = S(U), Cf(Odo)(s) = s(u), 
and Cjood’(s) = s(w). We associate Cjijk) with the domain point (iu +ju + kw)/d for 
i + j + k = d and t E & See Fig. 1 for all domain points of a triangulation of Powell-Sabin’s 
type. We shall use the Ith ring around u to denote the collection of all coefficients C:d,;,f;j*k)(~), 
j + k = I. We shall also use the l-disk around u to denote the collection of all mth rings, 
rlz = 0, 1. . . . ) 1. 
Let ild := (s!(n))* = (ciijk’: t E A, i + j + k = d 3 be the dual space of $‘(A). Each linear 
functional in ild is associated with a coefficient of any spline in $(A). Each linear functional in 
Ad is associated with a coefficient of any spline in $(A). For spline functions in s,*(n), the 
linear functionals Cjijk)‘s have certain relations with the linear functionals Cy’ for those t?s 
that share ia common interior edge with t. These relations are the well-known smoothness 
conditions (cf. [3,7]). A subset ..4! of Ad is said to be a determining set for a subspace 99’ of s:(n) if 
i i’P has a property: for any s E .!Y<Y, i(s) = 0 for all j, E ,//’ implies s = 0. A subset JZ is said to be 
a minimal determining set if it is a determining set and the cardinality of J’ is minimal among all 
determining subsets in /id. 
In this paper, we shall give a description of a minimal determining set ..K for spline space g:(A) 
and Y.Y’f (A). Since finding a minimal determining set around each vertex and across interior edges 
requires separate treatment, we need the following lemmas to deal with different cases. In Fig. 1, we 
show the coefficients concerned in Lemmas l-8 and the domain points associated with the 
coefficients are located in the shadows. 
Let star(u) be such a triangulation that consists of all those triangles in A that have u as one of its 
vertex. For each interior vertex u, star(u) has an even number of edges attached, and for each 
Fig. I. Domain points of a triangulation of Powell-Sabin’s type. 
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boundary vertex u, star(u) has an odd number of edges attached since our triangulation A has those 
features. For an interior vertex u of A, let us denote the boundary vertices of star(u) in counter- 
clockwise direction by ul, wl, uz, w2, . . . , u,, w,. For a boundary vertex u, let the boundary vertices 
ofstar(u)beu1,W1,u2,W2. . . . . w,-~, u, in counterclockwise order. 
Lemma 1. Let u he a boundary vertex qf A. The ,followiny sets fbrm a minimal determining set for 
S; (star(u)): 
(1) cl’~~;.w.,>~ i+j+k=3, 
(2) CTii,~,~~,,, Cj~~,~, , i = 2. . . , n - 1. 
(3) c~:,~;‘,.,,\~ 
These coejficients are marked with 3 in Fig. 2. 
Discussion. This lemma was established in [Z]. The coefficients marked with @ in Fig. 2 can be 
fixed, and the rest can be found by the smoothness conditions. 
Our next result deals with the case where u is an interior vertex and for some numbering of the 
boundary vertices of star(u), 
LU,UU, ,<180-. (*c) 
Fig. 2. A boundary vertex as in Lemma 1 (n = 4). 
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Lemma 2, Suppose that c is an interior certe.Y with 2n attached edges such that (*) holds with n 34. 
Then ,following sets .form a minimal determining set for Si (star(v)): 
(1) cy;:;,p,i. i+j+k=3, 
(2) C$~,~~,, ), i = 2, , n. 
(3) Cg.t,TL,, ,, i = 3, . . . .n - 1. 
Thesr c’oejficients are marked with 2 in the Fig. 3. 
Discussion. This lemma was established in [IO]. We refer the interested reader to the proof in that 
paper. 
In our next Lemmas 3-8, we deal with the case where II = 3. We give a complete analysis for how 
to choose a minimal determining set for various situations. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that c is an interior t’ertex qf A with 6 edges with exactly three distinct slopes as in 
Fiy. 4. Then the ,follo~viny set rf 13 co@cients,fbrm a minimal determining set for .Sg (star (v)): 
(1) cy:$/> i+j+k=3. 
(2) C$,~,O~ , i = 2,3, 
(3) cy1;1; . 
These cot$ficient.s are marked with c in Fiy. 4. 
V4 V2 
Fig. 3. An Interior vertex as in Lemma 2 (n = 4). 
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Fig. 4. An interior vertex as in Lemma 3 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 of [ 141, the dimension of Sz (star(v)) is 13. To prove the lemma, we have to 
show that ifs ~S:(star(o)) has the above 13 coefficients equal to zero, then s = 0. But this follows 
immediately from the C’ and C2 smoothness conditions. 0 
The following Lemmas 446 concern the case where there are 6 edges attached to u, but there are 
more than 3 distinct slopes. 
Lemma 4. Suppose thut 1’ lzus ILLS 6 interior e&s \\?th more than 3 distinct slopes. Let Ai> 
i=l , , 6 denote the urea of’triunylrs (c. cl, w,). (v, wl, r2). . . . . . . . (a, Us, w3), (c, w3, ul) in 
counterclockwisr direction mound 11 US show in Fig!. 5. Suppose thllt 
Al A3.45 
A,A,A, + ” 
Then the ,fdlm~iny srt of’ 12 cw~&wts ,f~wn II rCnirnu1 drtrrminimg set jkr S: (star (t’)): 
( 1) C”,1:‘,,,, . i+j+k=3.i31, 
(2) C’yy,!, ,. c::.f,!;. . i = 1,2.3. 
These c~oejficients me murked Lvith (J in Fig. 5. 
Proof. By using Theorem 2.1 in [ 143, dimension of Si (star (t’)) is 12. We have 12 linear functionals. 
To prove this lemma. we are going to show that if there is an s E S:(star(u)) which is annihilated by 
all these 12 linear functionals. then s = 0. Using the C’ and C2 smoothness conditions, it follows 
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V; 
A3 
A1 
A4 
Fig. 5. An interior vertex as in Lemma 4. 
Fig. 6. An illustration for the proof of Lemma 4. 
immediately that the only possible nonzero coefficients of s are those labeled ai, bi, Ci for i = 1,2, 3 
in Fig. 6. Suppose the following relations among the vertices hold: 
w2 = p, Wl + ;‘lUJ + q1 c, 
W3 = /JzWz + ;‘2u3 + )72u, 
Wl = B3w3 + ;‘3t’l + y/3”, 
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and 
By using C’ and C2 smoothness conditions, we have 
Cl = j3,a, + ?;lb, 
- - 
and 0 = 2j,;9,a, + ::h,. 
Thus, 2$,al + ;I1 br = 0 or cl = - j3,a,. Similarly, we have cZ = - B2a2 and c3 = - f13u3. 
By using C2 smoothness condition across edges (v, u,), (u, u,), and (tl, u,), we have 
a2 = p:q. a3 = Pic2, a, = p:c3. 
Thus, by substituting those equations, we have 
a1 = 85F P3b3 
= PS(- P3MSQ 
= w- lj3m- D2b72 
= m- P3)B5(- P2ml 
= km- Q3)Pf(- lLMI(- 81h 
Thus, (1 + fi: fll /?: fi2 pi f13)u1 = 0. Since B1 /IL p3 PI fll f13 = 1, we have (1 + ,!?r b2 &) a, = 0. Now 
the condition 
I# A,A,As 
A, &A, 
= - rRlljZB3 
implies that /?r fi2 /I3 # - 1. It follows that a, must be zero, which in turn implies, cl = 0, 
u2 = 0, c2 = 0, a3 = 0, and c3 = 0 and finally, h, = bz = b3 = 0. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5. Suppose that star(a) has 6 interior edges with more than 3 distinct slopes. Let Ai, 
i=l , .” 3 6 denote the areu of triungles in counterclockwise direction around u as in Lemma 4. Let us 
denote bls B,, B2, B3 the areu qf triangles (v, wl, wz). (t’, w2, w,), (u. w2, wl), respectively. Suppose 
A5 1 1 + A,;A3 . 
Then the following set of 12 coefficients form u minimal determining set for S:(star(u)): 
(1) c(ijkb JF.I’,.W,) i+j+k=3. 
and 
(2) 
C’O30’ ,r.*-,.W’,j, i = 2,3. 
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Discussion. If the star(u) satisfies one of the following two conditions: 
A2 A3 
1+A3,A,+1+Az/Al 1 
and 
B, +; A, Al 
1 + A,sA2 + 1 + A,IA, ’ 1 
we can find a minimal determining set for Si(star(v)) as the same as in Lemma 5. 
Discussion. In particular, when B, or B2 or B, is equal to zero, we can apply the above 
lemma to find a minimal determining set for Si(star(a)) since the right-hand side is always 
positiv-e. 
Proof of Lemma 5. As the proof of the above lemmas, we shall show that if an s ~SS(star(a)) is 
annihilated by all those 1 2 linear functionals in (1) and (2). then s = 0. By using C’ and C2 
smoothness conditions, many coefficients of the s are zero. In Fig. 7, we list only possible nonzero 
coelficients of the s. 
Suppose o3 = fll ~1~ + ;‘, w3 = fi2 v2 + ;lzwz, and wj = x3u + /j, w2 + ;‘3u3. Then the possible 
nonzero coefficients satisfy the following smoothness conditions: 
h = ;‘, a, c = ;I: ct. 
v3 
w3 
Vl 
Fig. 7. An illustration for the proof of Lemma 5. 
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By substitutions. we have 
Thus, the determinant of the above system of linear equation is 
D := -;‘1;‘2/j3(2;~1;‘z;‘~ + /13;s1 - ;q2). 
Since 
we only need to show that the terms in the parenthesis of the determinant D are not equal to zero. 
We have 
I;‘, ;‘2;‘3 + [j3y1 - ;‘2 = 
2B,(.4, + A4)(i1s + A6) - Aj(AS + A6)A3 - (A3 + A4)A6A4 
A3 4 ‘43 
#O 
by the assumptions of this lemma. It follows that the coefficients a, h, c, d. e, andfhave to be zero. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 6. Suppose thut star(u) has 6 interior edges \tith more than 3 distinct slopes. Let 
Al, . A, and B,, B,, B, drrlote the area qf triunyles as in Lemmus 4 and 5. Suppose that star(u) 
sati.$es 
B2 # 0 and A6 + As B2 A 
h 
A# 1. 
5 
Then the @lowiny set ,form (1 minimal determininy set ,for s E S: (star(u)): 
Proof. As in the previous proofs, we use C’ and Cz smoothness conditions with all annihilating 
linear functionals in (1) and (2), and the only possible nonzero coefficients of s are a, 6, c, d as shown 
in Fig. 8. 
Let u3 = xw3 + ficr and w3 = 8kv, + flu3 + 7~. Then the possible nonzero coefficients of s satisfy 
the following relations: 
b = WI. (’ = Gu, I’ = /7d, b = /Pd. 
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Fig. 8. An illustration for the proof of Lemma 6. 
Thus, we have sta = f12d and y2, = /%I. The determinant of this system of linear equations is 
det[:, I;]= - x/7 + x2fi2 = r&$ - 1) # 0, 
since 
A, + As B, 
cY= ‘46 + A, + o 
A, ’ 
8=:#0 and $= 
4 
A 
6 
A # 1. 
4 
Therefore, the linear system has unique zero solution. This completes the proof. 0 
Discussion. Similarly, we can prove that if 
B, # 0 and A4 + A, BI A 
4 
-p 1, 
2 
or if 
B3 # 0 and .A, + Al B3 A 
2 
--p 1, 
6 
we can find a minimal determining set for .Si(star(u)). Also, we can show the similar result if 
[(A4 + Ad/A,] (B21A5) # 1, or if [(A2 + Al)IAII (B1/A3) Z 1, or if KG + Ad/&I (&/Ad + 1. 
We omit those details. 
We are now going to show that if an interior vertex u with six edges attached does not satisfy one 
of Lemmas 4, 5, or 6, then its six edges have only three slopes. 
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Lemma 7. Suppose that star(u) has 6 interior edges. Let A,, . . . , A, denote the areas of triangles as in 
Lemma 4 and let B1, BZ, B3 denote the areas of triangles as in Lemma 5. Suppose that the 
triangulation satisfies the following: 
AL+AIBI 1 4 + A, B, A, + A, B, -= -= 
Al A3 ’ 
1 
A, A,=’ A, A, 
1, 
and 
A, + A3 B1 -= 
A4 A, 
1 
’ 
&+A,B, 1 
A6 A,=’ 
Az+AlB3 1 
-= 
A, A6 
Then the interior edges of star(v) haae only three distinct slopes. 
Proof. Since A, A4 = (A, A3 Aj)/A, and 
B Aa+Ax -1=B2 A, + A5 
’ A,A, - Ah.44 ’ 
we have 
A, + A3 &+A5 
A2 = A, . 
Consider a function 
,f(,y,) = A”,: A5 _ A”; A3 
1 2 
with variable wr along the line segment (ur , vz). We know that f (wr) is monotonic form + co to 
- x when w1 moves from L’~ to u2. Thus, f (wr) = 0 has only one solution. The solution is when 
wl, u, u3 are colinear. That is. 
4, + A5 -44 + A3 
Al = A2 
implies that wl, v, u3 are colinear. 
Similarly. we can show that 
AI -+-A2 A, + 4 and A, +A4 A, +A, 
A3 = A4 
= 
A5 A6 . 
By using the same argument as above, we can show that w2, u, or are colinear and w3, u, u2 are 
colinear. Therefore, the edges of star(u) have only three distinct slopes. 0 
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Lemma 8. Suppose thut star(u) has 6 interior edges. Let AI, . . , A, denote the areas of triangles as in 
Lemma 4 and let B,, B,, B3 denote the areas of triungles as in Lemma 5. Suppose that the 
triangulation satkfies the following: 
AIAAAS 1 
A2 A4A6 = 
Then an?* two pairs of.fi~llo~~iny three puirs of equations imply the other pair of equations: 
Az+A,B, l -= -= 
AI A3 ’ 
A,+A~BI 1 
A, AZ ’ 
A-t f A3B2 l -= 
’ 
A, +As B2 , 
A3 .4, Ah A,= ’ 
A,+Ajb 1 -= 
. 
AZ + AI 5 = 1. 
A5 AI A2 A6 
Proof. Let us suppose that the first and third pair of equations hold. By using the same argument 
as in the proof of Lemma 7, we have w2, t’, u1 are colinear and w3, U, t’2 are collinear. Thus, we have 
B3 Bz B, B2 -=- 
AZ A3 
and - = il 
AI 6 
Since 
ill A&f = AIAJAS Al Ab-4, 
A6 
and A,A5= 
A3 ’ 
we have 
I = Aa + A3 BI 4 + A3 il B 
Ad z=A,A3Aj ’ ’ 
A,+ A3 A B 
=AIA3A5 ’ 2 
and 
1 = 4 + A, B3 A, + A5 ,4 B 
i15 A,=il,A,A, 3 3 
A, + As .4 B 
=A,A,A6 ’ ’ 
4, + As B2 ZZ 
ii, X’ 
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Hence. we are able to apply Lemma 6 to conclude that star(u) has only three distinct slopes of 
interior edges attached to L’. 0 
So far we have studied the smoothness conditions around each interior vertices of A. Recall V, is 
the vertex of A on an edge e of A. To consider the smoothness conditions around L’, for each 
interior edge e, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 9. Let q he a conzvx quadrangle with vertices wl, w2, w3, and w4 and A4 he the triangulation 
ofq Hal using two diagonals of q. Denote the intersection of the two diagonuls bq’ u,. Consider $(A,). 
The ji,llowing set ,fiwm a determining set ,for S: (A,): 
(1) c’il(::~).H.,., 3 j 32,l = 1,2,3,4, 
(2) c’i,(:,::.,.w, , k32,1= 1,2,3,4 
an d 
(3) c(s,y:,‘.w., . 
Proof. For any s ES~(AJ, annihilated by those linear functionals, the only possible nonzero 
coefficients of s are c;:‘;,,-,““+~ ‘, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and c,,Y;,““.““-l/, i = I, 2, 3, 4. 
By using Lemma 4.1 in [4], we can see that c.f;.“‘.“i-l, = 0, I = 1, 2, 3, 4. By using Lemma 4.1 in 
[4] again, we now see that the remaining 4 coefficients r.:,‘I*;.,” .“’ -I:, i = 1, 2, 3,4, have to be zero. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Finally, we give a lemma regarding a minimal determining set for Si (star(a)) for u = u, for any 
triangle t E A. In Fig. 9. we show the coefficients concerned in the following lemma and the domain 
points associated with these coefficients are located in the shadowy area around each u,. 
Lemma 10. Let t’ = u, he an interior rertes of’ A. Then the ,following set of 10 c.o@icients form 
a minimal determining set jar S: (star(a)): 
( 1) c(:.p$, . cy,1, LI,.W, * C!~.,f.~i~ ,,_,, i = 1. 2, 3, 
(2) cy’,., 
These c~oqficients are murked \tith 9 in Fig. 10. 
Proof. Clearly, the space Si (star(a)) is just the space of polynomials of total degree 3. Thus, it has 
dimension 10. For any spline function s E S: (star (u)), by setting the those 10 linear functionals to be 
zero. we see that coefficients cb,“l;“m.” ‘I’ = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 with t’4 = ~‘i. Using Lemma 4.1 in [4], it 
follows that c,,,L’;J, .“” = 0 and (-$.LI~~“‘~~ = 0 for i = 1. 2, 3. Since cy,Y;?‘l+‘;? = 0, we use Lemma 4.1 again 
to conclude (,,,*;.,‘,1.“‘1 = 0 and c,:‘;.,:‘l.‘: ’ = 0. The C’ smoothness condition implies &‘i$-wZ) and 
(., v.r> .w. llliil Similarly. the C2 smoothness condition implies ~i,‘;.:~.“~: = 0 and c$‘+.“I = 0. Using 
Lemma 4.1 in 141, we get c;f;T,?.“‘-;’ = 0 = c,,,:.:‘z.“’ = 0 and ~,>,S_.~J.“I’ = 0 = c>,‘:.,“~.“‘s’, We now use C’ 
smoothness condition to conclude that all remaining coefficients have to be zero. This completes 
the proof. 0 
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Fig. 9. The coefficients concerned in Lemma 10. 
Vl 
Fig. 10. An interior vertex as in Lemma IO 
Discussion. In Lemma 10, our condition (2) may be replaced by an interpolation condition at u, i.e., 
(2’) cy,Y.‘::l .+,,j. We use (2) instead of (2’) for a convenient proof of this lemma. 
3. Dimension, locally supported basis, interpolation schemes, and approximation power of $(A) 
Let Y ; and Y i be the collections of all interior and boundary vertices of A. Let 6, and 6TB be the 
collections of all interior and boundary edges of A. Set ‘I/ := (u(: t E A) and ‘/ i := (u,: e E Q,uc+?~). 
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Recall our two spline subspaces are as follows: 
$(A):= (s ES:(A): s ECU at t’ E&) 
and 
Theorem 1. The dimension form&x of those splinr spaces are 
dim $(A) = 6(1/, + V,) + 4T + 3E + C’, + V, 
dim 9.(/‘:(A) = lO(V, + VrJ + T + E + VH 
ulherr P.,, C,, E denote the cardinality of sets Y ;. f k, f ;. T he the number of triangles of A, and V, 
denotes the number of vertices of A ,sati.$\‘iny Lemma 3. 
Proof. We shall first construct a minimal determining set of/l j for s^: (A) and for 99’; (A). In order 
to do that, we need to use following notations: 
1’ > := (r E Y r: star(u) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3); 
f j := (r E Y r: star(a) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 4): 
Y j := (U E Y i: star(u) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 5); 
Y ;, := ( L’ E Y i: star(n) satisfies the conditions in Lemma 6). 
We note that for an interior vertex P of n with exactly three edges attached. if t’ is not in 
YjvY;uY‘ then u is in Y ; by Lemma 7. 
Algorithmhs’for constructing a minimal determining set for 5: (A) and .Y.Y: are given as follows. 
Algorithm 3.1. Choose the linear functionals associated with the following coefficients: 
(1) 6 coefficients determining the 2-disk around each vertex u of A; 
(2) for each u E Y &( ‘f ; u Y iu Y i), enough coefficients on the 3rd ring around t’ to determine 
S,” (star(c)) as in Lemma 6; 
(3) for remaining vertex t’ E Y ; u Y B, enough additional coefficients on the 3rd ring around u to 
determine Si (star (a)) as in Lemmas l-5; 
(4) one coefficient of the form ( 2o3 as in item (2) of Lemma 10 for each interior vertex u ES?; 
(5) one coefficient at u, E Y ; and one additional coefficient in the l-disk around each U, for 
boundary edge r of A. 
Algorithm 3.2. Choose the linear functionals associated with the following coefficients: 
(1) 10 coefficients determining the 3-disk around each vertex u of & 
(2) one coefficient of the form c2,,3 as in item (2) of Lemma 10 for each interior vertex u E@!; 
(3) one coefficient at u, E 5( k and one additional coefficient in the l-disk around each U, for 
boundary edge e of A. 
Let ‘6, and Tz be the collections of the linear functionals in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 
To show that % r is a determining set, we use the C’ and Cz smoothness conditions across all 
interior edges along with Lemmas l-10. Suppose we set all of the coefficients of s E s^: in %i to zero. 
Then by (l)-(3) of Algorithm 3.1 and by Lemmas 1-6, all coefficients in the 3-disks around every 
vertex of Y iu Y ir must be zero. Since the coefficient in (4) are zero? we see, by Lemma lo> all 
coefficients in the 3-disk around each vertex of ‘I/ must be zero. Finally. by Lemma 9, the 
coefficients of s around every vertex U, of Y r are zero. Thus, s must be vanish identically over 52. 
This completes the proof that %i is a determining set. Similarly, we can show that gz is also 
a determining set by using C3 smoothness conditions and Lemmas 9 and 10 only. 
Let ~12~ and 1~1~ be the cardinality of % r and % 2. respectively. Then the above argument shows 
that dim($(A)) <rn, and dim(.Y.Y’z(A)) <rri,. 
Next we construct a locally supported basis for $(A) and :Y.i/i:(A). Let us number the linear 
functionals in % i by ;‘i. i = 1. . . m,. We now show that for each such i, there exists a spline 
Bi E s^i (A) such that 
;‘; Bi = iji; for all i.,j = 1 ~ .__ . f7ir. 
To construct Bi we describe how to choose its coefficients. First, we set yi(Bc) = 1 and ;lj(Bi) = 0 for 
all other 1 <,j <\JI~. Then we solve for the remaining coefficients using Lemmas l-10. Clearly, the 
splines Bi are linearly independent. We conclude that dim(S^:(A)) >m, and hence. dim(S^:(A)) = nzl 
and (Bi. i = 1. . . . /?I r ) form a basis for s^: (A). 
To describe the support properties of the basis spline Bi. we note the association between 
coefficients and linear functionals. Suppose (‘i is the coefficient of Bi which is set to 1. If ei is within 
the 3-disk around some vertex v E Y &J ! H, the support of Bi is all triangle of n sharing U. These 
kinds of basis splines can arise when choosing linear functionals as in item (l)-(3) of Algorithm 3.1. 
If (‘i is within the ‘-disk around some vertex U, E 17, the support of Bi is the triangle t. This type of 
basis splines can arise when choosing linear functionals as in item (5) of Algorithm 3.1. If Ci is within 
the l-disk around some vertex L’,. e E 8,. then the support of Bi is the quadrilateral consisting of two 
vertices u,, u,, and two vertices of IJ where t n t’ = e. If (‘i is within the l-disk around some vertex u,, 
e E R,,. then the support of Bi is a triangle consisting of a vertex U, and two vertices of e with e E t. 
These two kinds of basis splines can arise from choosing linear functionals as in item (6) of 
Algorithm 3.1. 
Similarly. we can construct a locally supported basis for .Y.i/ :(A) and prove its dimension is nap. 
We omit those details here. 
With those locally supported basis splines Bi‘s and linear functionals % r = i;qi. i = 1, . . . , ml ), we 
are able to display an interpolation scheme based on s^f, (A). Also. letting-(Bi. i = 1. . , nrz> be the 
locally supported basis for spline space .Y’.i/ z(A) and writing X2 = (;si, i = 1. , mz>, we can 
construct another interpolation scheme based on .V .V g(A). 
;‘,(sf) =,fi, i = 1. .11?, 
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) YZ 1, there exists a unique spline L., E .ipY: such that 
Note that setting the 6 coefficients in a 2-disk around a vertex is equivalent to setting the function 
value. gradient, and Hessian at that vertex. Thus, these two schemes solve the scattered data 
interpolation problem mentioned in the beginning of Section 1. 
To establish the approximation order of spline space s^i (A), we actually study that of the spline 
space .(r’.Y: (A) using interpolation scheme L,f since dist (,L s^< (A)) < dist (,f, 99’: (A)). 
Theorem 3. For an?, ~jrrn triangulutim 13. let A he (I Pm\~ell-Sahin’s wfinement of @.. Then the 
approsifllution order c?f’s^: (A) is jbll. 
Proof. We use the linear operator Lj defined in Theorem 2 above. Clearly, L, = p for all p E p5 
since p EY.Y’~(A). Note that Bi’s are locally supported basis. We claim that there is a constant 
K depending only on the smallest angle in the triangulation A such that each basis function Bi is 
bounded by K. Indeed, fix 1 6 i <r~,. Since on each triangle t, pi is just a linear combination of the 
Bernstein basis functions associated with that triangle. to establish a bound on Bi it is enough to 
bound its coefficients. Clearly, the coefficients of & which were set in the construction are bounded 
by 1. The remaining coefficients of Bi are computed from C’, C” and C” smoothness conditions or 
by using Lemma 4.1 in [4] and C2 smoothness condition as in Lemma 10. Thus, the coefficients are 
bounded by a constant depending on 
r](A) = max 
area(f) 
P’ t. t’ are neighbouring triangles in A 
area (r’)’ 
. 
Since this quantity depends on the ratios of the area of neighboring triangles, it can be bounded by 
a constant depending only on the smallest angle in A. 
By Stein’s extension theorem [15. p. 1811, we may assume that ,f is defined on the smallest disk 
fi containing R with ~~ Dtf 1~0 6 K ;I D’,f jiR for 1 = 0, . ,6. Here, 11 D!f lJR := max ( 1 DL Di.f(x, y)), 
i +.i <l. (N. J.) EQ) denotes the maximum norm of,f‘EC’(Q). 
We need to use a result in [S]: if a linear functional F defined on Ck’ ’ (H) satisfies the following 
two properties 
(1) IF (.1‘)1 <C&h’ i1 D%,, where C is independent ofJ’and It and 
(2) F(p) = 0 for all p E P,, where H is a disk and 11 is its diameter 
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then there exists a positive constant K independent off’and h such that 
IF(f)1 <Kh”+’ lD“+l&. 
Fix a point (x, y) E Q. Let I be the triangle containing (x, v). We denote the union of the supports 
of all Bi’s such that Bi It # 0 by H, and let H be the smallest disk containing H,. Then H has the size 
h < 3 I A I with I A I being the maximum of the diameter of all triangles of A. 
Consider a linear functional F defined by F(f) =f’(x-, 4’) - L, (x, y). It is easy to see that our 
linear functional F satisfies the above two properties. Indeed, F satisfies (2) for k = 5 as mentioned 
above. 
Next we recall that the coefficients of each spline s on a triangle t are directly related to values of 
s and its derivatives at the vertices of t. Write t = (u, c, w). In particular, C:“(s) = s(u), 
C’p5’ (s) = s(c), and Cp’j(s) = ( ) s w , and in general (cf. [9]). for all i + j + k = 5, 
cifjk)(S) = c j ‘k 
c jc 1 
(5 - \‘I - v2)! 
V,<j 1’1 \‘2 5! 
D:L,D~~~-,s(u). 
\,$k 
where in general. D,-, is the directional derivative 
D,pb,f’(.~) = lim. f(s + h(a - 6)) -,f(x) 
h-0 h 
in the direction cl - h. Directly estimating from the expression of linear functionals above, we 
conclude that our F satisfies (1) for k = 5 with h = (Al with the constant K dependent on the 
smallest angle of A. 
Thus, we immediately obtain that 
1.f’k.v) - ~.c(x,.r)l <Khh / D6,f’llH <Kh” / D’fl/<) 
Here the constant K changes from step to step. This is true for any (x, J) E 52. Thus, we have 
established the result of this theorem. 0 
We end this paper with the following remark. For a given triangulation of Powell-Sabin’s type, if 
a vertex of the triangulation satisfies the condition in Lemma 4 or Lemma 5 or Lemma 6 margin- 
ally, we may require that the approximating spline function to be constructed should be C3 at this 
vertex. 
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